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bility that industrial convergence demands, every

the demands of Industry 4.0 and beyond. In this

aspect of the equipment needs to evolve. For

article, we’ll take a closer look at the technology

example, in motion control, we will need smart

that’s needed to achieve these goals.
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Figure 1: Maxim Integrated’s smart football factory demo featured multiple sensors and utilized AI algorithms for real-time
decision-making.
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tors will need to be highly efficient to limit power
dissipation and enable smaller sizes, deliver
better control of positioning and torque, and also
provide the ability to self-tune and optimize their
performance while in operation in their specific
Figure 2: Industry 5.0 will be marked by self-aware machines
that will lead to even greater manufacturing productivity.

environments.
Given this combination of smart integration, two

Sensors, digital and analog IOs, and actuators are

things need to happen to empower intelligent

the three main functions of all industrial con-

motion. First, we need motion control algorithms

trol systems. These three elements must work

that enable a smooth range of motion, along

in unison and possess intelligence to support an

with the ability to detect loads placed on the

intelligent system. On the sensor side, IO-Link

motor during operation to avoid line failures and

technology turns traditional binary or analog

minimize power consumption. Second, we need

sensors into intelligent sensors that can gath-

power-efficient analog device technology to allow

er data and also allow operators to reconfigure

high-voltage operation while providing heath and

their parameters remotely based on real-time

status of the local environment to enable optimi-

health and status data of other sensors on the

zation of the motors for high efficiency and faster

line. Smart sensors can support product cus-

throughput.

tomizations, accommodate for variations in a
product, and adapt to different sets of products.

By bringing together intelligent sensors, soft-

Software-configurable IOs allow the factory

ware-configurable IOs, intelligent actuators, and

to simplify its wire marshalling needs, provid-

advanced diagnostics, the next generation of AI

ing more cost-effective and creative solutions

algorithms will become supercharged and ready

to optimize productivity and reduce cycle times.

to support the next phase in our industrial evolu-

What’s more, implementing software-config-

tion: Industry 5.0. When we achieve Industry 5.0,

urable IOs also helps reduce factory downtime

we’ll see the emergence of self-aware machines

because replacing the sensors is fairly effortless,

that will further enhance performance efficiency

as is adapting the factory to add to or expand its

and productivity (Figure 2). Picture this factory

capabilities. Intelligent actuators help control

of the future, where tasks can be automatically

the shape, flow, and speed in which a product

redistributed to different machines should one

moves across the factory floor. Since all applica-

on the line become bogged down with a failure.

tions require a unique set of motion control and

Indeed, thanks to smarter technologies, the fu-

motor drive characteristics, these smart actua-

ture is looking even more productive.

Wide bandgap
semiconductors: to EV
and beyond
By Filippo Di Giovanni, WBG Strategic Marketing Manager – STMicroelectronics

For More Information
▶▶ Maxim Integrated
▶▶ Intelligent actuator
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In power electronics, Silicon has been adopted

continuous improvements, supported by innova-

as the mainstream technology over the last four

tive packaging and interconnect technologies, that

decades; today, silicon power transistors and di-

enhance thermal management and reduce parasitic

odes are so widespread and pervasive that equip-

effects. By virtue of this relentless quest for im-

ment based on this material are everywhere in our

provement we are reaching a plateau where further

lives. This adoption has allowed silicon to undergo

technology iterations become only incremental.
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